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Safety aspects have been decisive that Hagen Kabel Paper started to convert their press felt designs at PM 
5 from endless to seam felts some years ago. It was a smooth transition at first and second press, without 
real problems occurring. But since third press is a shoe press position there the conversion became more 
demanding – unusual sheet-breaks were noticed in the dryer section – especially in case of light weight sheet 
grades.

Despite some modifications of the felt designs those problems have been diminished but could not be 
eliminated totally. At that time, first trials with Xerium had been started, and it took only a few adjustments 
to establish a satisfying seam felt design. The main targets have been reached: permanent prevention of the 
typical sheet-break characteristic as well as an extended felt lifetime.

Several factors have been significant for the successful design optimization at that shoe press. On the one 
hand there is a consistently growing share of seam felt applications globally, along with rising experience. On 
the other there are various requirements, especially at paper machines producing at high speeds and light 
weight grades.

General and specific demands at that press position will be highlighted, and the corresponding steps of seam 
design development. Other important features to be presented: Basic research at the global R&D center of 
Huyck Wangner Austria in Gloggnitz, investments in pioneering, quality-improving process technologies and 
widespread applications – from pilot plants up to the most demanding papermachines.

Finally the optimum balancing of all felt modules – base fabric, batt structure, seam area – and of relevant key 
passages during manufacturing process – carding line – batt needling - finishing – flap modeling – achieved a 
very successful result for Kabel Premium Pulp & Paper. 


